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Message from the Chair: NANCY OIKE
Every time I visit Darts Hill Garden I discover something I have never seen before - even
after 12 years of frequent visits.
In early July, a member of a group I was guiding pointed
out the white mulberry fruit on Morus alba in Bed 21.
Although I'm assured by Graham Laine, Francisca's
original and long-term gardener, that the tree bears edible
fruit reliably every year, I had never actually noticed it
before. The fruit is initially white, eventually turning to
pink and red; it is edible and sweet when ripe, but has
been described as "bland" or "insipid-tasting."
This tree is said to be dioecious (bearing male and female flowers on separate plants) or
occasionally monoecious (bearing both male and female flowers on the same plant.) It is
notable for its ability to spread its pollen at great speeds over great distances.
This tree has an interesting history in the garden. Francisca grew it from seed and planted it
out near the western end of Bed 21, where it flourished for many years.
However,
approximately 15 years ago the tree developed trunk-to-limb splits, and B.C. Plant Health
Care came in and drilled and bolted the main limbs. They also installed support wires higher
up.
A few years later, the south main limb was seen
to be dying and was subsequently removed.
Despite these setbacks, the tree continues to
thrive, producing a healthy canopy of its
interesting alternate, serrated, shiny green
leaves, sometimes lobed, with irregular shapes
and sizes.
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In its native China, the white mulberry tree has been used in the silk
industry for over 4,000 years. Its leaves provide food for the silkworm.
In addition, almost all parts of it - roots, bark, fruit, and leaves - are
used in traditional Chinese medicine as treatment for a wide range of
ailments, including stress, infections, leukemia, gout, complications of
diabetes, and even snake bite.
The tree has become naturalized throughout many parts of the eastern U.S., where it was
introduced during Colonial times in order to start a silk industry. It has spread rapidly,
particularly in disturbed areas, distributed through bird and animal droppings. It is now
considered an ecological threat to the native red mulberries of the area.
When you're at Darts Hill in early fall, be sure to visit the Morus alba - and
remember to keep your head up and eyes open for the myriad other
interesting fruits and seeds you may not have noticed before. In Francisca's
garden, there is always something new and interesting to see.

POND PROJECT IS FINISHED, LANDSCAPED AND OPERATIONAL (except in drought conditions)

PROPAGATION GROUP
THE DROUGHT OF SUMMER 2015, provided by Nancy Armstrong
Is there any member who is not feeling the effects of the driest summer any of us can
remember? Even if one does not have a personal garden to fret over, we all are aware of the
parched lawns, trees and gardens as we move around South Surrey and all of the lower
mainland. The various major public gardens, Darts Hill, The Glades, VanDusen and UBC
Botanical Garden and Nitobe Garden have special challenges as all have limited staffing for
carrying out the limitations imposed by the move to Stage 3.
We are very fortunate at Darts that the staffing changes in all the Surrey parks this year has
resulted in increased staffing for Darts. We now have the equivalent of 3 full time gardeners
with Ken and Brian here essentially full time, Scott here 4 days a week (M – Th) and Alison
(T-Th).
Another asset that has been a great help in making the watering not as difficult as it would
have been, is the existing well. The well has not been in use for the last couple of years. Only
the Southeast section of the garden is without taps from the well. Watering these areas is a
big job as it requires the use of a 200 foot hose being moved around. The hose is also used to
fill the gator bags that have been placed on some of the trees. The focus of all the watering is
to be as frugal as possible for the “Maintaining of Living Assets” and it this designation of
the plants that allows an exception to no irrigation. Each zone is watered at night once a
week for one hour. The new planting by the pond is being watered with well water with
portable tall sprinklers.
Planning ahead, the garden was watered more
heavily during Stage 2 in anticipation that Stage 3
would surely follow. The current restrictions do not
permit any watering in the Parking Lots and the
West side of 170, although the front corner beds are
being hand watered.
In addition to the 7 ½ acres of the garden
maintained by the city gardeners the Society’s
Propagation Committee and the South Surrey
Garden Club volunteers who maintain the driveway garden beds were also caught up in the Stage 3
demands. The Prop/Com had a planning session
after putting out a call to our members to identify
those who would be able to commit to coming one
day a week to hand water the plunge beds where
our plants for sale are stored, the open boxed bed
East of the house where we grow on trees and
shrubs and other areas around the house.

Continued…..

MANAGING DURING A DROUGHT, PAGE TWO
At the planning session we spent several hours
tightening all the stored plants and packing in
more bark mulch around the pots. The session
was followed with a watering schedule that
brings two members each day to water and
includes a back-up list of spares when required.
The result has been more than successful.

We are convinced the hand watering has had, not
surprisingly, even better results than the automatic
sprinklers. The upcoming Plant Sales in September will
have many 100s of healthy, thriving plants available to the
Members and the public. We look forward to seeing you in
September!

More volunteers watering:
Anne Sprung at the prop beds; Jane Robinson watering the Azalea bed; Ross Williams watering the bed for
growing our trees and shrubs.

FROM THE ARCHIVES: HAND-WRITTEN NOTES FROM THE
AND FRANCISCA - As found, transcribed and provided by Nancy Armstrong

JOURNALS OF

ED

Francisca took several garden tours abroad, traveling with friends and on occasion her sister. In 1982,
when she was 66, she visited Korea and Singapore. At the Surrey Archives, as noted previously, there are
several notebooks of various sizes and intended uses. Francisca, being frugal, did not discard them and
used them for her own purposes. There is a 1945 tiny Diary (4” x 6 ¾”) in which she made a list of things
to take on the Korea trip. One item was this “notebook” with the clear intention of keeping a journal. If
she did, the complete record is lost as there are only two pages here which record a day in Singapore.
What she listed as needed for the trip (transcribed as written).

And sadly, there it ends. Always a teaser. Would so have enjoyed reading more about her trips, but just
as with writing about her garden she was clearly too busy doing and looking to take time to keep
written records of her trips.

Bed 44
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THIS IS THE GARDEN: COLORS COME AND GO

UPCOMING SCHEDULE
SATURDAY STROLLS
SEPT. 5, 12
11 – 3 PM
MEMBERS’ DAY
SATURDAY SEP. 19
11- 3 PM
FALL OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY SEPT 26
11-3 PM
MEMBERS’ DAY
SUNDAY OCT 18
11- 3 PM
FALL OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY OCT 24
11-3 PM

e. e. cummings (1917)

This is the garden: colors come and go,
Frail azures fluttering from night’s outer wing,
Strong silent greens serenely lingering,
Absolute lights like baths of golden snow.
This is the garden: pursed lips do blow
Upon cool flutes within wide glooms, and sing
Of harps celestial to the quivering string,
Invisible faces hauntingly and slow.
This is the garden. Time shall surely reap
And on Death’s blade lie many a flower curled,
In other lands where other songs be sung;
Yet stand They here enraptured, as among
The slow deep trees perpetual of sleep
Some silver-fingered fountain steals the world.
Don’t forget to check the photos of the garden, taken by Scarlett
Black, linked on our

.

Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society is a member of the
British Columbia Council of Garden Clubs. We continue to post their
newsletters online for our members. Go to

MEMBERSHIP CORNER,

c o n t in u e d …..

Mystery plant for June 2015
I am native to the Balkans, Greece, and Crete. I have a tall sturdy 3foot speckled stem with a distinctive 20 inch red/purple spathe that is
just unfolding. Inside is a black spadix. I am poisonous. I draw flies
for propagation by my unusual fragrance, luckily it is fragrant for a
short time. I have been called a stink lily because of it. Who am I?
Dracunculus vulgaris – Bed 25 - photo by K. Piccott

Mystery plant for July 2015
This wonderful display of pink orchid like flowers on a 8 foot
high open structured deciduous tree was hybridized in
Uzbekistan in 1960. As Tashkent is the capital, the plant has
Taskentensis in the name. The name of the plant is a combination
of the two parent plants. The plant has 4 inch long dark green
leaves but is covered in clusters of pink orchid like flowers. The
hummingbirds, butterflies, and bees love the sterile flowers.
Chitalpa x taskentensis ‘Pink dawn’ – Bed 27

This past June’s tour was conducted by Rosemary Walds and themed around medicinal
plants within the garden. Complete with hand-outs, Rosemary provided insight on many
plants that, although we see them for their colour and texture, can be incredibly important
for their medicinal purpose. Two of the plants identified were Verbascum thapsus - Mullein
and Hypericum perforatum – St. John’s wort.

Verbascum thapsus (great mullein or common
mullein) is a species of mullein native to Europe,
northern Africa, and Asia, and introduced in the
Americas and Australia. It is widely used for herbal
remedies, with well-established emollient and
astringent properties. Mullein remedies are especially
recommended for coughs and related problems, but
also used in topical applications against a variety of
skin problems. (source unknown)

Extracts of Hypericum perforatum L. (St. John's
wort) have been recommended traditionally for
a wide range of medical conditions. The most
common modern-day use of St. John's wort is
for depression. www.mayoclinic.org

S PECIAL

TREES OF

Tree:

Zelkova serrata
Japanese zelkova, Japanese elm or
keyaki, saw-leaf zelkova,
Family: Ulmaceae
Bed:
north of Bed 27
Notes: inventory indicates this could be Z. sinica.
It was a gift from Dale Sequin, 1994. Range: E.
Asia
Zelkova are large deciduous trees or shrubs with
neatly serrate, ovate leaves and inconspicuous
flowers and fruit; good autumn colour. Z. serrata
is a spreading medium-sized deciduous tree with
smooth grey bark and neatly toothed, lanceshaped leaves turning orange and yellow in
autumn. Insignificant greenish flowers and fruits.
http://www.rhs.org.uk

D ARTS H ILL

Tree:

Acer saccharinum
silver maple, soft maple, sugar maple,
white maple,
Family: Sapindaceae
Bed:
8
Notes: Common, (inventory says it’s leaning)
The silver maple tree is a relatively fastgrowing deciduous tree, commonly reaching a
height of 15–25 m (50–80 ft), exceptionally 35 m
(115 ft). Many have fine autumn colour, and
some have ornamental stems. Our tree is very
tall with large trunks. A few years ago a large
branch broke in high winds, falling and
damaging many shrubs and rhodos below it.
http://www.rhs.org.uk

HERITAGE TREES IN SURREY
Surrey's heritage includes anything that we inherit from the past, value
in the present, and plan to preserve for the future - including trees.
There are over 200 trees with heritage status in Surrey, and 21 of those
can be found at Darts Hill.

LOCATION OF HERITAGE TREES

1680

1660

1633

A Propagation Group work session extra ‘Ordinaire’!

Provided by Nancy Armstrong

Thanks to Allan, Graham, James, Louise, Pam, Ross, Sanne, Sharon B, Tania and Willa. We were able to
carry out several tasks; the one we have wanted to do, literally for YEARS, was to make a major start on
getting rid of the accumulated "junk" from underneath and inside the shack and from the garage and
the greenhouse.
Francisca was a great saver of "things" that might
be used one day and of course the items
continued to be added to even after Francisca
was no longer gardening.
Don't know if the photo properly illustrates just
HOW MUCH STUFF was handed to Sanne who
was standing inside the truck bed for AGES and
arranging everything to assure optimum usage of
the space. We assure you ... it was a LOT!

A FAVOURITE PLACE TO WALK THROUGH.

Photo taken by Owen Croy at Arts at Darts

Photo taken by Scarlett Black

Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society is an organization working in partnership
with the City of Surrey to ensure the preservation of Darts Hill Garden Park.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
Chair:
Membership Coordinator:
Guide Coordinator:
Editor of The Oracle:
Propagation:

chair@dartshill.ca
membership@dartshill.ca
tours@dartshill.ca
newsletter@dartshill.ca 604-594-8507
propagation@dartshill.ca

MAILING ADDRESS: PLEASE SEE THE INFORMATION ON OUR MEMBERSHIP PAGES.

